
Engineering Innovation Marks 10th Year

Eii's Innovative Products
Help Mailers Achieve
Postal Discounts

LAFAYETTE, IN — Engineering Innova-
tion Inc. (Eii) is excited to be celebrating
its 10th Anniversary this year. Officially
formed on September 12, 2006, COO
Don Caddy likes to tell the story that
they deliberately waited a day to avoid
launching on 9-11 for good luck.

The company started with just two em-
ployees, Caddy and Adam Fleming, both
of whom had come from the Lafay-
ette-based company MAILCode.

MAILcode had moved to Danbury, CT
by parent company Pitney Bowes a few
months earlier. The two engineers, while
having spent most of their careers in mail

automation technology, did not want to
relocate and determined to utilize their
experience right in Lafayette.

Teaming up with Ron Robbin and Ron
Welton, who owned a local presort and
letter shop, Caddy and Fleming began
exploring how they might put some
ideas they had to work. As coincidence
would have it, the U.S. Postal Service
shortly thereafter announced some ma-
jor changes in pricing with the introduc-
tion of “shape-based” rates. Most
notably affected were First Class flats;
retail pricing was to shoot up dramati-
cally, but presorting discounts were go-
ing up as well. Mailers would be able to
get about a 40-cent discount for a
five-digit sort.

Seeing an opportunity to utilize the
USPS bundle-based rules in order to get
better discounts for customers, the Eii
team went to work on a solution. While
bundle-based processing resulted in
9-fold decrease in qualification require-
ments, it was traditionally difficult to
process. They designed a low cost flat
sorter and new processing paradigm that
Presorters could use to get into the busi-
ness. The answer was the EZ Flats solu-
tion that Eii introduced at the 2007
National Postal Forum.

The key to EZ Flats was moving in the
opposite direction that the mail automa-
tion industry had been heading in for
years. Letter and flats sorters kept get-
ting faster, but also more expensive.

Caddy and Fleming devised an ap-
proach recognizing that throwing more
automation at a problem isn’t always the
answer. Sometimes people handle tasks
better than machines.

For example, instead of needing a mul-
titude of automated sorting bins, EZ
Flats utilized a few automated bins in
combination with uniquely designed,
L-shaped Sorting Territories. OCR tech-
nology was put into play to read ad-
dresses for delivery point validation, and
applying the sorting location on the man-
ifesting label. This made sorting quick
and easy.

Another key component was the EZ
Flats unique Dynamic Sort methodology
that enabled real-time parallel flats pro-
cessing by dynamically defining the zip
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Eii employees gather for a group shot to commemorate over 10 years in business. Eii now
has more than 60 employees and 1,000 machines in the marketplace.

Engineering Innovation, Inc. founders Adam Fleming (l) and Don Caddy.
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breaks to the maximum discount. This
eliminated the need for multiple passes
on the machine.

EZ Flats put Eii on the map and within
a couple of years, most Presorters in the
country had one. In 2010 Eii decided to
branch out into the world of parcels. At
that time the U.S. Postal Service was
also beginning to focus on the parcel sec-
tor given the precipitous decline in letter
volumes that had started in 2006 and a
rapid increase in parcels with the growth
of eCommerce.

Eii became a Business Alliances Part-
ner with USPS and began working with
Presorters to diversify as well. Eii recog-
nized that Priority Mail was a reasonable
shipping alternative, especially for pack-
ages in the lower weights, but also if you
shipped with a new Priority Mail product
called Cubic with pricing based on the
size or cubic dimensions of the package.

The problem was you needed 150,000
Cubic parcels a year to qualify. Eii’s ar-
rangement with USPS was to bring the
presort industry under a single umbrella
so that individual companies would be
exempt from the volume requirements,
and therefore have a pricing incentive to
enter the parcel market. This resulted in
new opportunities for the industry and
increased parcel volumes for USPS.

Presorters also needed a versatile par-
cel processing solution to process par-
cels. Eii provided this with its
introduction of the Heavyweight
Champ. The Champ featured a differen-
tial weighing scale; the solution enabled
quick processing of all of the different
types of Priority Mail, including Cubic –
but also other key USPS parcel classes,
like First Class Packages and Bound
Printed Matter – on the fly. The Champ
was soon the solution of choice in the
Presorter industry for handling parcels.

At about the same time, Eii introduced
two additional platforms for the bur-
geoning parcel consolidator and fulfil-
ment markets, EZ WorkDesk and EZ
Parcels. Parcel consolidators quickly
adopted these platforms as their solution
to rapid parcel processing and IMpB
compliance. In 2017, Eii developed the
modular Chameleon solution to replace
EZ-Parcel and will introduce the Chame-
leon at the 2017 NPF in May.

In addition to the Chameleon, Eii is
also looking forward excited to showing
off its new LightSortTM solution at
NPF. Made up of modular sort-to-light

racks, operators can rapidly scan a
package barcode and the correct bin des-
tination “lights up.” With LightSort, Eii
is again proving that expensive automa-
tion is not always the optimal approach.
LightSort leverages low cost technology
to help operators do their job more
quickly with greatly reduced errors.

Eii’s growth was consistent over the
years. It now has its own 25,000 square

feet manufacturing facility, more than 60
employees and 1,000 machines in the
marketplace. The company is looking
forward to continuing to bring innova-
tion into the mailing and shipping mar-
kets in its second decade.

For more information, about Eii and its
products, visit www.eii-online.com

-- by Clark Cassell, Business Development
Associate, Engineering Innovation Inc.
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For More Information, Call:

877-532-9070

Need a Single Source  
Solutions Provider for  
Your Conveyor Needs?

Talk to one of  

our Sales Engineers  

and request a frEE quote 

for your next project!

Many conveyor manufacturers typically 
only make certain types of conveyors. 

At Capitol Conveyors, Inc. we know 
one size doesn’t fit all, that’s why we’re 
a full service, custom manufacturer 
of many different types of conveyors, 
including specials. 

We also offer complete solutions that  
include systems engineering, equipment, 
installation and commissioning – all  
with fast, flexible and efficient 
response times.

• Motorized DriveRoller

• Lineshaft

• Belt Conveyors

• Belt Driven Live Roller

• Chain Driven Live Roller

• Gravity

• Towers

• In Motion Weighing

• Automated Print & Apply
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